Unbox English
A comprehensive English language program to
enhance the linguistic potential in children

Duration of the
Program

96 Sessions

Unbox English for Kids
Age 6-9 years old

About the Program
Language is a critical component of communication. Language plays a vital role in
shaping and forming the foundational structure of acquiring knowledge. It is very
crucial for children to have a strong foundation in language as it enhances their overall
academic development. Through this program, children will be able to sharpen and
strengthen their linguistic skills pertinent to the English language in order to enrich
their comprehension, articulation and vocabulary. The program aims to create a funloving learning space for children, through adventurous story-based modules to refine
their communication skills and to become fluent in the language of English.

Topics Covered
Classes 1-15
Basic Grammar (Parts of speech, Singular-Plural) taught in fun story-based
techniques thus making the learning process an adventure for children.
Classes 16 and beyond
Imagination gone wild ! Guiding kids on how to unlock their imagination and let
it fly! Unique topics aimed at helping children open their minds up to new ideas,
broader perspectives and helping them fall in love with English.

Learning Outcome
Unbox English focuses on bringing together the essential elements of
reading, writing and comprehension. What you will see at the end of
the class is confident young kiddies with a robust vocabulary, strong
imaginative skills with the ability to express themselves boldly.

Duration of the
Program

Unbox English

30 Sessions

Grammar & Creative Writing with Vocabulary
Age 10-14 years old

About the Program
Language is a critical component of communication. Language plays a vital role in
shaping and forming the foundational structure of acquiring knowledge. It is very
crucial for children to have a strong foundation in language as it enhances their overall
academic development. Through this program, children will be able to sharpen and
strengthen their linguistic skills pertinent to the English language in order to enrich
their comprehension, articulation and vocabulary. The program aims to create a funloving learning space for children to refine their communication skills and to become
fluent in the language of English.

Topics Covered
Totally 30 sessions covering grammar and Creative Writing :
– Adjectives and Adverbs

– Idioms

– Prepositions

– Various elaboration and beautification
techniques

– Conjunctions
– Punctuation
– Degrees of comparison

– Different genres of essays
– Letter and email writing
– Comprehensions

– Tenses
– Active-Passive voice
– Direct-indirect speech

– Understanding poetry
– Video reviews

– Figures of Speech
Topics are designed to make learning fun and engaging for students. The classes are
held in a very interactive, encouraging atmosphere thus making the learning process
extremely interesting for the child. Children are encouraged to express their views
openly, helping them present their thoughts, brainstorm intelligently and become
confident speakers.
This program brings together the essential elements of reading, writing, speaking and
comprehension thus providing a holistic development for the child in all aspects.

Learning Outcome
Children will enhance their ability to listen, read, write and speak English
effectively. They will learn to express themselves through spoken and
written English fluently by articulation and comprehension with the right
usage of grammar.

Parent Love

Meet the Team
Aparna Sharma

Content Creator and Program Designer
Aparna Sharma, the founder of Mindgroves Academy, an
Educational Organization established in 2013, strives to
enrich and strengthen children in their journey towards
academic success. She aims to provide high-quality
academic support to children in their formative years
by arousing their curiosity and enhancing their learning
process. Ms. Sharma inculcates teaching methodologies
that are influenced by her own creative thoughts and ideas,
as well as advice procured from experts in the field. Her
vigor to help children has been reflected in her work, and
her zealous spirit has yielded excellent results over the years.

Ashish Gupta

Customer Success Manager
Ashish has previously worked at leadership positions at
Amazon and Curefit. In his last role, he operated as COO for
a series A start-up funded by Lightspeed. Ashish has an MBA
from IIM-C and BE from PEC Chandigarh. He is a proud parent
of a 5 year old girl and is deeply affectionate towards her. This
love drives him to work at Bambinos and guides him to take
every decision, which would be beneficial for kids.

Aditi

Content Designer
Aditi has worked in the corporate IT sector for 10+ years. She
is passionate about teaching and has conducted classes for
kids as a freelancer in India, US and Middle East too. Aditi
takes pride in designing courses like Book Reading, Creative
Writing and Bhagawad Gita. She believes each kid is unique
and needs to develop and enhance their potential, the World
is your Oyster. Aditi’s perspective is that teaching should be
a pleasure and learning a gift, so let’s make this a beautiful
experience for our little ones.
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